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Abstract. Several optimal algorithms have been proposed for the complementa-
tion of nondeterministic Büchi word automata. Due to the intricacy of the prob-
lem and the exponential blow-up that complementation involves, these algorithms
have never been used in practice, even though an effective complementation con-
struction would be of significant practical value. Recently, Kupferman and Vardi
described a complementation algorithm that goes through weak alternating au-
tomata and that seems simpler than previous algorithms. We combine their algo-
rithm with known and new minimization techniques. Our approach is based on
optimizations of both the intermediate weak alternating automaton and the final
nondeterministic automaton, and involves techniques of rank and height reduc-
tions, as well as direct and fair simulation.

1 Introduction

Efforts for developing simple complementation algorithmsfor nondeterministic Büchi
automata started early in the 60s, motivated by decision problems of second order log-
ics. In [5], Büchi suggested a complementation construction that involved a complicated
combinatorial argument and a doubly-exponential blow-up in the state space. Thus,
complementing an automaton withn states resulted in an automaton with22

O(n)

states.
In [22], Sistla, Vardi, and Wolper suggested an improved construction, with2O(n2)

states. Only in [20], however, Safra introduced an optimal determinization construction,
which also enabled a2O(n logn) complementation construction, matching the known
lower bound [18]. Another2O(n logn) construction was suggested by Klarlund in [10],
which circumvented the need for determinization. While being the heart of many com-
plexity results in verification, the constructions in [20, 10] are complicated and difficult
to program. We know of no implementation of Klarlund’s algorithm, and the imple-
mentation of Safra’s algorithm [24] has to cope with the involved structure of the states
in the complementary automaton.

The lack of a simple implementation is not due to a lack of need. In the automata-
theoretic approach to verification, we check correctness ofa system with respect to a
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specification by checking containment of the language of thesystem in the language
of an automaton that accepts exactly all computations that satisfy the specification. In
order to check the latter, we check that the intersection of the system with an automaton
that accepts exactly all the computations that violate the specification is empty. For in-
stance, LTL model checking [15, 25] usually proceeds by translating the negation of an
LTL formula into a Büchi automaton. When properties are specified byω-regular au-
tomata, one needs to complement the property automaton. Dueto the lack of a simple
complementation construction, the user is typically required to specify the property by
deterministic Büchi automata [14] (it is easy to complement a deterministic automaton),
or to supply the automaton for the negation of the property [9]. Similarly, specification
formalisms like ETL [26], which have automata within the logic, involve complemen-
tation of automata, and the difficulty of complementing Büchi automata is an obstacle
to practical use [3]. In fact, even when the properties are specified in LTL, comple-
mentation is useful: the translators from LTL into automatahave reached a remarkable
level of sophistication (cf. [23, 8]). Even though complementation of the automata is
not explicitly required, the translations are so involved that it is useful to checks their
correctness, which involves complementation1. Complementation is interesting in prac-
tice also because it enables refinement and optimization techniques that are based on
language containment rather than simulation. Thus, an effective algorithm for the com-
plementation of Büchi automata would be of significant practical value.

In [12], Kupferman and Vardi describe a complementation procedure that is simpler
than those in [20, 10]. The key idea of [12] is to go viaweak alternating automata. In an
alternating automaton [6], both existential and universalbranching modes are allowed,
and the transitions are given as Boolean formulas over the set of states. For example,
a transitionδ(q, σ) = q1 ∨ (q2 ∧ q3) means that when the automaton is in stateq and
it reads a letterσ, it should accept the suffix of the word either from stateq1 or from
both statesq2 andq3. Let α be the set of the automaton’s accepting states. In a weak
automaton, each strongly connected component of the graph induced by the transition
function is either accepting (trivial, or contained inα) or rejecting (its intersection with
α is empty). Since the strongly connected components are partially ordered, each path
in the run eventually gets trapped in one of them. The run is accepting if all paths
get trapped in accepting components. Theheightof a weak automaton is the maximal
number of alternations between accepting and rejecting components in a path in the
graph of the automaton, plus one.

The rich structure of alternating automata makes their complementation trivial—
one only has to dualize the transition function and the acceptance condition. Removing
alternation from Büchi automata involves a simple extension of the subset construction
[19]. Unfortunately, by dualizing the given nondeterministic Büchi automaton, one gets
a universal co-Büchi automaton, creating a gap in the construction. This gap is closed
in [12], whose complementation construction consists of the following steps.

(1) Dualize the given nondeterministic Büchi automatonB, and obtain a universal co-
Büchi automatonC for the complement language. This step is trivial and involves
no blow up.

1 For an LTL formulaψ, one typically checks that both the intersection ofAψ with A¬ψ and the
intersection of their complementary automata are empty.



(2) TranslateC to an alternating weak automatonW accepting the same language. IfC
hasn states, thenW hasO(n2) states.

(3) TranslateW to a nondeterministic Büchi automatonM. This step follows the ex-
ponential subset construction of [19]. The state space ofM can be restricted to
consistent subsets2, making the overall blow up2O(n logn) rather than2O(n2).

In this paper we study and describe an arsenal of optimization techniques that can be ap-
plied in the last two steps. The techniques can be partitioned into the following classes.

Rank reduction.The translation in Step (2) is based on an analysis of the accepting runs
of C. Each vertex of the run is associated with arank in the range{0, . . . , 2n}. Like the
progress measure of [10], the rank of a vertex indicates how easy it is to prove that
all the paths that start at the vertex visitα only finitely often. The rank of a universal
co-Büchi automatonC is the maximal rank of a vertex in an accepting run ofC.

If the state space ofC is Q and its rank isk, the state space ofW can be restricted
to Q× {0, . . . , k}. Hence, finding and/or reducing the rank ofC is desirable. We study
ranks of languages, namely the minimal rank of a universal co-Büchi automaton that
recognizes their complement. We show that, surprisingly, the rank of allω-regular lan-
guages is 3 (a nice corollary, also proved in [16], is that allω-regular languages can
be recognized by an alternating weak automaton of height 3).Reducing the rank to 3,
however, has a flavor of determinization, and involves an exponential blow-up in the
state space. Accordingly, we prefer the approach of finding the rankk of C. We show
that the rank ofC is bounded by2(n − |α|), and that there are automata for which
this bound is tight. As suggested in [12], the rank is often smaller. We find the rank by
checking for language equivalence betweenW and its restrictions toQ × {0, . . . , j},
for j < 2(n− |α|).

Minimization ofW . Once we found the rankk of C and restrict the state space ofW
accordingly, we minimizeW further. The transition function ofW as described in [12]
is of size|δ|k2, whereδ is the transition function ofC. It is suggested in [12] to simplify
it and obtain a function of size3|δ|k. We simplify it further to2|δ|k. The simplification
is based on simulation minimization we apply toW , and which often reduces the state
space and the transitions even more. Our simulation relation is similar to the alternating
simulation of [2], extended to automata with acceptance conditions on the states (direct
simulation) as well as an extension of it in which acceptanceconditions are moved to the
arcs. Finally, we reduce the height ofW by repeatedly removing its minimal strongly
connected component, as long as such a removal does not change its language.

Minimization ofM. OnceM is produced by the subset construction, we apply further
simplification techniques to it. The first is the fair simulation minimization of [8], and
the second is similar to the height reduction described forW , performed on the strongly
connected components ofM. We note that the same reductions are applied also to the
nondeterministic Büchi automatonB with which we start.

As shown in [18], complementation of a nondeterministic Büchi automaton with
n states may involve a2O(n logn) blow up. Accordingly, we measure the efficiency of
2 We describe the consistency condition in Section 3.



our optimizations by the following two criteria: (1) we would like the result of com-
plementing a nondeterministic Büchi automaton derived from an LTL formula to be
comparable with what we get by negating the formula and then translating to a nonde-
terministic Büchi automaton. (2) we would like the result of complementing a nonde-
terministic Büchi automaton twice to be comparable with the original automaton. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our construction by examining several examples for
which our construction produces the minimal nondeterministic Büchi automaton. We
have implemented our procedure as an extension of the Wring translator from LTL to
Büchi automata [23, 8], and our experimental results are reported in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

LetB+(Q) denote the set of positive Boolean formulas overQ. An alternating automa-
ton on infinite wordsA = 〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉 consists of a finite alphabetΣ, a finite set
of statesQ, an initial stateqin ∈ Q, a transition functionδ : Q × Σ → B+(Q),
and an acceptance conditionα ⊆ Q. For A = 〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉 and q ∈ Q, let
Aq = 〈Σ,Q, q, δ, α〉. That is,Aq is obtained fromA by makingq the initial state.

A run of an alternating automatonA on a wordσ ∈ Σω is aQ-labeled tree〈Tr, r〉,
whereTr is a prefix-closed subset ofN∗, andr : Tr → Q is a labeling function. A run
of A onσ = σ0, σ1, . . . satisfies the following conditions: (1)r(ε) = qin. (2) For a tree
nodet ∈ Tr such thatr(t) = q andδ(q, σi) = β, there is a subsetQt ⊆ Q that satisfies
β, and such that the successors oft are labeled by the elements ofQt.

A run is accepting if all its infinite paths satisfy the acceptance condition. In aBüchi
automaton, a path satisfiesα if it intersectsα infinitely often. In aco-Büchiautomaton,
a path satisfiesα if it intersects it finitely many times. A wordw ∈ Σω is accepted by
A if A has an accepting run onw. The words accepted byA form the language ofA,
denoted byL(A).

Complementation of an alternating automaton is accomplished by dualizing its tran-
sition function, and changing the acceptance condition from Büchi to co-Büchi or vice
versa. Dualization consists of exchanging∧ with ∨, andtrue with false in δ.

A positive Boolean formula has a unique minimal DNF. Thereforeδ(q, σi) ∈ B+(Q)
identifies a set of sets of states∆(q, σi) ⊆ 2Q. For instance, ifδ(q0, σ0) = (q1 ∧ (q2 ∨
q3))∨ (q1∧q2∧q4), then∆(q0, σ0) = {{q1, q2}, {q1, q3}}. The Boolean formulastrue
andfalse translate into{∅} and∅, respectively. The choice ofQt ⊆ Q required by the
definition of run can always be restricted so thatQt ∈ ∆(q, σi).

Nondeterministic automata are alternating automata in which eachC ∈ ∆(q, l) is
a singleton for everyq ∈ Q andl ∈ Σ. Universal automata are alternating automata in
which∆(q, l) is a singleton for everyq ∈ Q andl ∈ Σ. Deterministic automata are at
the same time nondeterministic and universal.

A maximal strongly connected component(MSCC) of a directed graph is a maximal
subgraph such that each node in the subgraph has a path to every node in the subgraph.
A trivial MSCC contains one node and no arcs. We assume that all the trivial MSCCs of
an automaton are contained inα. A weakalternating automaton is such that each MSCC
of its transition graph is either disjoint fromα or contained in it. From a weak alternating



automaton with co-Büchi acceptanceA one obtains a weak alternating automaton with
Büchi acceptanceA′ such thatL(A′) = L(A) simply by takingα′ = Q \ α.

We use three-letter abbreviations to designate types of automata: The first letter
characterizes the transition structure and is one of “D” (deterministic), “N” (nondeter-
ministic), “U” (universal), and “A” (alternating). The second letter identifies the accep-
tance condition and is one of “B” (Büchi), “C” (co-Büchi),and “W” (weak). Finally,
the third letter designates the objects accepted by the automata; in this paper we are
only concerned with “W” (infinite words). Hence, NBW designates a nondeterministic
Büchi automaton, UCW designates a universal co-Büchi automaton, and AWW desig-
nates a weak alternating automaton, all on infinite words.

3 Ranks and Complementation

In this section we review the relevant technical details of [12]. Consider a UCWA =
〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉 obtained by dualizing NBWB, and a wordw. Let |Q| = n. The run of
A onw can be represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) Gr = 〈V,E〉, where

– V ⊆ Q×N is such that〈q, l〉 ∈ V iff there existsx ∈ Tr with |x| = l andr(x) = q.
For example,〈qin, 0〉 is the only vertex ofGr in Q× {0}.

– E ⊆
⋃

l≥0(Q × {l}) × (Q × {l + 1}) is such thatE(〈q, l〉, 〈q′, l + 1〉) iff there
existsx ∈ Tr with |x| = l, r(x) = q, andr(x · c) = q′ for somec ∈ N.

We say that a vertex〈q′, l′〉 is a successorof a vertex〈q, l〉 iff E(〈q, l〉, 〈q′, l′〉). We
say that〈q′, l′〉 is reachablefrom 〈q, l〉 iff there exists a sequence〈q0, l0〉, . . . , 〈qi, li〉
of successive vertices such that〈q, l〉 = 〈q0, l0〉, and〈q′, l′〉 = 〈qi, li〉. Finally, we say
that a vertex〈q, l〉 is anα-vertexiff q ∈ α. It is easy to see that〈Tr, r〉 is accepting iff
all paths inGr have only finitely manyα-vertices.

Consider a (possibly finite)DAG G ⊆ Gr. We say that a vertex〈q, l〉 is finite in G

iff only finitely many vertices inG are reachable from〈q, l〉. We say that a vertex〈q, i〉
is α-free in G iff all the vertices inG that are reachable from〈q, l〉 are notα-vertices.
Finally, we say that thewidth of G is k if k is the maximal number for which there are
infinitely many levelsl such that there arek vertices of the form〈q, l〉 in G. Note that
the width ofGr is at mostn. Given an accepting runDAG Gr, we define an infinite
sequenceG0 ⊇ G1 ⊇ G2 ⊇ . . . of DAGs inductively as follows.

– G0 = Gr.
– G2i+1 = G2i \ {〈q, l〉 | 〈q, l〉 is finite inG2i}.
– G2i+2 = G2i+1 \ {〈q, l〉 | 〈q, l〉 is α-free inG2i+1}.

It is shown in [12] that for everyi ≥ 0, the transition fromG2i+1 toG2i+2 involves
the removal of an infinite path fromG2i+1. Since the width ofG0 is bounded byn, it
follows that the width ofG2i is at mostn− i. Hence,G2n is finite, andG2n+1 is empty.

Each vertex〈q, l〉 in Gr has a unique indexi ≥ 1 such that〈q, l〉 is either finite
in G2i or α-free inG2i+1. Given a vertex〈q, l〉, we define therank of 〈q, l〉, denoted
rank(q, l), as follows.

rank(q, l) =

[

2i If 〈q, l〉 is finite inG2i.
2i+ 1 If 〈q, l〉 is α-free inG2i+1.



For k ∈ N, let [k] denote the set{0, 1, . . . , k}, and let[k]odd denote the set of odd
members of[k]. By the above, the rank of every vertex inGr is in [2n]. Recall that when
the run is accepting, all the paths inGr visit only finitely manyα-vertices. Intuitively,
rank(q, l) hints at how difficult it is to prove that all the paths ofGr that visit the vertex
〈q, l〉 visit only finitely manyα-vertices. Easiest to prove are vertices that are finite in
G0. Accordingly, they get the minimal rank0. Then come vertices that areα-free in the
graphG1. These vertices get the rank1. The process repeats until all vertices get some
rank.

We say that an integerj is a required rankfor a UCW A if there exists a word
w ∈ L(A) such that some vertex in the run ofA onw gets rankj. Then, therank of A
is the maximal rank required forA. The annotation of runs with ranks is used in order
to translate UCW into AWW:

Theorem 1. Let A be a UCW withn states and rankk. There is an AWWA′ with
n(k + 1) states such thatL(A′) = L(A).

Proof. Let A = 〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉. We defineA′ = 〈Σ,Q′, q′in, δ
′, α′〉, where

– Q′ = Q × [k]. Intuitively, A′ is in state〈q, i〉, if it guesses that in the accepting
run ofA onw, the rank of〈q, l〉 is i. An exception is the initial stateq′in explained
below.

– q′in = 〈qin, k〉. That is,qin is paired withk, which is an upper bound on the rank
of 〈qin, 0〉.

– We defineδ′ by means of a functionrelease : B+(Q) × [k] → B+(Q′). Given a
formulaθ ∈ B+(Q), and a ranki ∈ [k], the formularelease(θ, i) is obtained from
θ by replacing an atomq by the disjunction

∨

i′≤i〈q, i
′〉. For example,release(q3∧

q5, 2) = (〈q3, 2〉 ∨ 〈q3, 1〉 ∨ 〈q3, 0〉) ∧ (〈q5, 2〉 ∨ 〈q5, 1〉 ∨ 〈q5, 0〉).
Now, δ′ : Q′ × Σ → B+(Q′) is defined, for a state〈q, i〉 ∈ Q′ andσ ∈ Σ, as
follows.

δ′(〈q, i〉, σ) =

[

release(δ(q, σ), i) If q 6∈ α or i is even.
false If q ∈ α andi is odd.

That is, if the current guessed rank isi then, by employingrelease, the run can
move to its successors at any rank that is smaller thani. If, however,q ∈ α and the
current guessed rank is odd, then, by the definition of ranks,the current guessed
rank is wrong, and the run is rejecting.

– α′ = Q× [k]odd. That is, infinitely many guessed ranks along a path should beodd.

To see that the automatonA′ is weak, note that each setQ × {i} is a collection of
strongly connected components that agree on their classification as accepting or reject-
ing. Indeed, membership inα′ depends on the parity ofi, and the transitions inδ′ are
such that from a state inQ× {i} the automatonA′ proceeds only to states inQ× {j},
for j ≤ i. ⊓⊔

Once we know how to translate UCW to AWW, complementation is reduced to
removal of alternation from ABW (recall that AWW are a special case of ABW). In
[19], Miyano and Hayashi describe such a translation. We present (a simplified version
of) their translation in Theorem 2 below.



Theorem 2. [19] LetA be an alternating B̈uchi automaton. There is a nondeterministic
Büchi automatonA′, with exponentially many states, such thatL(A′) = L(A).

Proof. The automatonA′ guesses a run ofA. At a given point of a run ofA′, it keeps
in its memory a whole level of the run tree ofA. As it reads the next input letter, it
guesses the next level of the run tree ofA. In order to make sure that every infinite path
visits states inα infinitely often,A′ keeps track of states that “owe” a visit toα. Let
A = 〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉. ThenA′ = 〈Σ, 2Q × 2Q, 〈{qin}, ∅〉, δ

′, 2Q × {∅}〉, whereδ′ is
defined, for all〈S,O〉 ∈ 2Q × 2Q andσ ∈ Σ, as follows.

– If O 6= ∅, thenδ′(〈S,O〉, σ) = {〈S′, O′ \ α〉 | S′ satisfies
∧

q∈S δ(q, σ), O′ ⊆
S′, andO′ satisfies

∧

q∈O δ(q, σ)}.
– If O = ∅, thenδ′(〈S,O〉, σ) = {〈S′, S′ \ α〉 | S′ satisfies

∧

q∈S δ(q, σ)}.
⊓⊔

For an NBWB, therankof B is the rank of its dual UCW. Complementing an NBW
B with n states and rankk, its dual UCW hasn states and rankk as well, the AWW
W constructed in Theorem 1 hasO(nk) states, and the final NBWM constructed in
Theorem 2 has2O(nk) states. By [18, 20], however, an optimal complementation con-
struction for nondeterministic Büchi automata results inan automaton with2O(n logn)

states, which may be smaller. LetB = 〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉. Consider a state〈S,O〉 of M.
Each of the setsS andO is a subset ofQ × [k]. We say thatP ⊆ Q × [k] is consistent
iff for every two states〈q, i〉 and〈q′, i′〉 in P , if q = q′ theni = i′. It is shown in [12]
that restricting the state space ofM to pairs〈S,O〉 for whichS is a consistent subset
of Q × [k] is allowable; that is, the resultingM still complementsB. Since there are
2O(n log k) consistent subsets ofQ× [k], we have the following.

Theorem 3. Let A be an NBW withn states and rankk. There is an NBWA′ with
2O(n log k) states such thatL(A′) = comp(L(A)).

4 Ranks of Automata and Languages

Consider a UCWA with n states and a wordw ∈ Σω. LetG0, G1, . . . , G2n+1 be the
sequence ofDAGs constructed in [12] for the run ofA onw. Recall that the transition
from G2i+1 to G2i+2 involves a removal of an infinite path fromG2i+1, which is why
the width ofG2i is at mostn− i. As noted to us by Doron Bustan, all the vertices in the
removed path are notα-vertices. Hence, one could argue that then − i bound on the
width of G2i holds also for a tighter definition of width: let theα-less width ofGi be
the maximal numberk for which there are infinitely many levelsl such that there arek
vertices not inα of the form〈q, l〉. With this tighter definition, theα-less width ofG0

is bounded byn− |α|, implying that theα-less width ofG2i is at mostn− (|α|+ i). In
particular, theα-less width ofG2(n−|α|) is at most0. HenceG2(n−|α|) has only finitely
many vertices that are notα-vertices. SinceG0 is accepting, then, by König’s Lemma,
G2(n−|α|) also has only finitely manyα vertices. It follows thatG2(n−|α|) is finite,
implying that all vertices get ranks in0, . . . , 2(n− |α|).

In practice, the transition fromG2i to G2i+2 often reduces the width by more than
one. One may wonder whether it is possible to tighten the analysis above even more in



order to show that a rank of2(n − |α|) is never required. Recall that an integerj is a
required rank forA if there exists a wordw ∈ L(A) such that some vertex in the run of
A onw gets rankj. Equivalently, theα-less width ofGj (with G0 being the runDAG

of A onw) is strictly larger than0. As follows from Theorems 1 and 3, the rank ofA
plays an important role in the sizes of equivalent AWW and NBWfor it. It is shown
in [12] that the problem of finding the rank of a UCWA is PSPACE-complete. By the
above, the rank ofA is at most2(n− |α|). By the following theorem, there are cases in
which this bound is tight.

Theorem 4. There is a familyA1,A2, . . . of UCW such thatAn hasn + 1 states,
acceptance set of size1, and rank2n.

We now turn to study ranks ofω-regular languages. For anω-regular languageL,
we say that the rank ofL is k iff there is a UCW of rank at mostk for comp(L). It is
tempting to think that ranks induce an infinite hierarchyR0 ⊂ R1 ⊂ · · · of languages,
with Ri containing all languages of ranki. We show that the hierarchy collapses atR3

(that is, allω-regular languages have rank at most 3) and characterize itsfour levels.
For a definition of safety and co-safety languages, see [1, 21].

Theorem 5. R3 = ω-regular languages,R2 = DBW,R1 = co-safety languages, and
R0 = safety languages.

The hierarchy induced by ranks is closely related to a hierarchy induced by heights
of AWW. Intuitively, the height of an AWW is the number of accepting and rejecting
layers it has. Formally, theheightof an AWWA is the number of alternations between
accepting and rejecting components in the graph ofA, plus one, where the constants
true andfalse are counted as accepting and rejecting components, respectively. For an
integerk, let AWW[k] denote the set of AWW of height at mostk, or theω-regular
languages accepted by such automata. Theorem 5 implies Theorem 6 below, which was
proved first in [16]. Note that Theorem 5 is stronger than Theorem 6 and does not follow
from it.

Theorem 6. AWW[3] = ω-regular languages,AWW[2] =DBW∪DCW, andAWW[1]
= safety or co-safety languages.

The results in this section imply that procedures for rank reduction that modify the
given UCW are much stronger than those that calculate its rank. On the other hand, the
reduction of the rank to 3 involves determinization, which we are trying to avoid, and
which may cause an exponential blow-up. In view of this trade-off between the size of
UCW and their ranks, our efforts focus on calculating the rank of the given UCW, rather
than on modifying it.

5 Simplifying Alternating B üchi Automata

The construction of Theorem 2 may cause an exponential blow-up. Hence, before ap-
plying it, we try to simplify the AWWW in three ways: by simulation minimization,
by computing the rank of the UCWC, and by removing redundant MSCCs.



5.1 Simulation Minimization

We recall that for an ABW∆(q, l) is a set of sets. Each member of∆(q, l) is a conjunc-
tion of states. We define simulation between alternating automata in terms of a game
as in [2]. LetAA = 〈Σ,QA, qiA, δA, αA〉 andAP = 〈Σ,QP , qiP , δP , αP 〉 be two
ABWs; automatonAP simulates automatonAA if, given playersP andA, P has a
winning strategy for the following game. The positions of the game are the elements of
QA × QP ; the initial position is(qiA, qiP ), and the possible successors of a position
(sA, sP ) are all pairs(tA, tP ) obtained by application of the following rule:

– A chooses a letterl ∈ Σ and a set of statesCA ∈ ∆A(sA, l);
– P chooses a set of statesCP ∈ ∆P (sP , l);
– A choosestP ∈ CP ;
– P choosestA ∈ CA.

A player who has to choose from an empty set loses. If this never happens, the play is
infinite. The winner of an infinite play depends on whether oneconsidersdirect simu-
lation or fair simulation. For direct simulation,A wins iff for some position(sA, sP )
encountered,sA ∈ αA andsP 6∈ αP . For fair simulation,A wins iff there are infinitely
many positions such thatsA ∈ αA, but only finitely many positions such thatsP ∈ αP .
P wins if A does not. As in the case of NBWs, direct simulation implies fair simulation,
and fair simulation implies language containment; the converse is not true [2].

Theorem 7. Let A = 〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉 andA′ = 〈Σ,Q′, q′in, δ
′, α′〉 be two ABWs.

If qin direct simulatesq′in, thenqin fair simulatesq′in. If qin fair simulatesq′in, then
L(A) ⊇ L(A′).

If two statesq1 andq2 are such that each simulates the other, we say thatq1 and
q2 aresimulation equivalent. Two ABWs are simulation equivalent if their initial states
are. Of particular interest to us is the case in which the two automata areAq1 andAq2

for q1, q2 ∈ Q; that is, we are interested in the simulation relation on thestates of
ABW A. The “layered” structure of the AWWW implies the existence of a nontrivial
simulation relation.

Theorem 8. LetA = 〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉 be a UCW with rankk; let A′ be the equivalent
AWW of Theorem 1. Then, for every〈q, j〉 ∈ Q× {0, . . . , k} andi ∈ {0, . . . , j}, if j is
even orq 6∈ α, then〈q, j〉 fair simulates〈q, i〉 in A′. If in additionj is odd ori is even,
then〈q, j〉 direct simulates〈q, i〉.

The simulation of Theorem 8 allows us to improve on [12, Remark 4.2] and reduce
the size of the transition relation ofW from 3|δ|k to 2|δ|k, whereδ is the transition
function andk is the rank of the UCWC.

Theorem 9. If in Theorem 1,release(θ, i) is redefined so that an atomq is replaced by
〈q, i〉 ∨ 〈q, i − 1〉 if i > 0, and by〈q, 0〉 for i = 0, thenL(A′) = L(A).

In general, simulations between states of an ABW can be used to merge states (in
case of simulation equivalence), remove transitions, or simplify transitions.3 The last
3 This is in contrast to [7], which only considers simulation equivalence quotients. Besides, its

model of alternating automata with existential and universal states makes even direct simula-
tion unsafe for minimization.



use is specific to alternating automata: SupposeC ∈ ∆(qi, σj) contains two states in
direct simulation relation. Then, the simulating one can beremoved because acceptance
from the simulated state guarantees acceptance from the simulating one.

Theorem 10. LetA = 〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉 be an ABW. Letq1 andq2 be two states inQ
such thatq2 direct simulatesq1. Suppose{q1, q2} ⊆ C ∈ ∆(q, l), for someq ∈ Q

and l ∈ Σ. Then the automatonA′ obtained fromA by replacingC in ∆(q, l) with
C′ = C \ {q2} is direct simulation equivalent toA.

Theorem 11. Let A = 〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉 be an ABW. LetC1, C2 ∈ ∆(q, l), for some
q ∈ Q, l ∈ Σ. Suppose thatC1 6= C2, and that∀q1 ∈ C1, ∃q2 ∈ C2 such thatq1
direct simulatesq2. Then the automatonA′ obtained fromA by replacing∆(q, l) with
∆′(q, l) = ∆(q, l) \ {C2} is direct simulation equivalent toA.

Two simulation equivalent statesq1 andq2 are merged by the following steps: (1)
for every letterl, δ(q1, l) is replaced byδ(q1, l) ∨ δ(q2, l); (2) q2 is replaced byq1
throughoutδ; (3) q1 is made initial ifq2 is; (4)q2 is dropped.

Corollary 1. Let A = 〈Σ,Q, qin, δ, α〉 be an ABW. If two statesq1, q2 ∈ Q are di-
rect simulation equivalent, the automaton obtained by merging q1 andq2 is simulation
equivalent toA.

The computation of the direct simulation relation is based on the following observa-
tion [2]. LetS be a simulation relation on the states of an ABW over alphabetΣ. Then
(u, v) ∈ S implies

∀l ∈ Σ . ∀C ∈ ∆(u, l) .∃C′ ∈ ∆(v, l) . ∀v′ ∈ C′ . ∃u′ ∈ C .(u′, v′) ∈ S .

We can therefore compute the direct simulation relation as agreatest fixpoint by starting
with all the pairs of states(u, v) such that acceptance ofu implies acceptance ofv, and
removing pairs that violate the condition above.

5.2 Simulation with Accepting Arcs

The definition of direct simulation given in Section 5.1 assumes thatu ∈ α implies
v ∈ α. However, we may compute a larger relation by considering the acceptance
conditions to be on the arcs. Let every set of statesC ∈ ∆(q, l) be atransition out
of q ∈ Q enabled byl ∈ Σ. An arc of transitionC is the pair(q, q′), for some state
q′ ∈ C. An arc (q, q′) is accepting ifq′ ∈ α. We can modify the definition of direct
simulation as follows. PlayerA wins an infinite play if for some position(sA, sP ), the
arc(sA, tA) of CA is accepting, but the arc(sP , tP ) is not. PlayerP wins if A does not.

This approach may lead to simplifications not allowed by the original definition of
direct simulation. However, Theorems 10 and 11 do not hold when acceptance condi-
tions are moved to the arcs. Consider an AWW withΣ = {0}, Q = {a, b}, qin = a,
δ(a, 0) = a ∧ b, δ(b, 0) = b, andα = {a}. Hereb direct simulatesa when acceptance
is on the arcs. In this case the only accepting arc is the self-loop ona. However,δ(a, 0)
cannot be simplified toa lest the language changes from empty toΣω. To obviate this
problem, while computing the direct simulation relation with accepting arcs, we mark
all the arcs that are used to justify the relation itself. We then allow simplification of a
transition according to Theorem 10 only if the arcs to be removed are not marked.



5.3 Simplification Based on Language Containment

Theorem 8 gives conditions under which〈q, j〉 simulates〈q, i〉 for j > i. However,
no such general result can be proved forj < i. To determine the rank of the UCW
C obtained by dualization of the given NBWB, and hence the required height of the
AWW W , we resort to a language containment check. Specifically, since the rank is
bounded by2(n − |α|), we apply the construction of Theorem 1 withk = 2(n − |α|)
to build AWWW ′ such thatL(W ′) = L(C). The construction of Theorem 2 applied to
W ′ yieldsM′.

To check whetherk ∈ {0, 2, . . . , 2(n − |α| − 1)} is the rank ofC, we restrict
W ′ to Q × {0, . . . , k}, make〈qin, k〉 initial, and call the resultW ′′. We then obtain
an AWW D for comp(L(W ′′)) by dualization ofW ′′, and apply Theorem 2 to it to
produceM′′. Since we know thatL(W ′′) ⊆ L(W ′), if the intersection ofM′ andM′′

is empty, thenk is an upper bound on the rank ofC. If one tries the possible values
of k in increasing order, the first time the intersection is empty, k is the rank ofC, and
W = W ′′. It is important to note that the restriction to consistent subsets is allowed
when convertingW to NBW, but is not allowed when convertingD. This makes the
determination of the rank a particularly expensive operation. To partially offset this
cost, simulation minimization is always applied toD before the subset construction.

The language-containment approach can be used to further simplify W . Specifi-
cally, we try to remove an MSCC fromW , and all the transitions with at least one
destination state in the chosen MSCC. This guarantees that the language of the re-
sulting automaton is contained in the language of the original one. A single language
containment check then suffices to check whether the language remains the same. The
MSCCs are examined in topological order from terminal to initial. If the language does
not change, the removal of the MSCC is greedily accepted. We refer to this process as
pruning the AWW.

5.4 Simplification Procedure

If the NBW B is weak, so is the UCWC. Hence, the construction of Theorem 1 is not
required, because a UWW is a special case of AWW. SinceB has been minimized, no
further simplification ofW = C is attempted. Testing this special case avoids the po-
tentially expensive simplification ofW and makes complementation of NWB efficient.
This is practically relevant because many natural specifications induce weak automata
[11, 4]. (In [17] it is shown that the intersection of ACTL andLTL is UCW[1], which
is included in UWW.)

If C is not weak, first its rank is determined, andW is built accordingly, simplifying
transitions as discussed in Section 5.2, and applying Corollary 1, and Theorems 10–11.
The states with index 0 are included only ifC has at least one transition equal totrue.
(Otherwise, no accepting path can visit them.) Pruning based on language containment
(see Section 5.3) is then performed as the last optimizationof the AWW before com-
puting the NBW equivalent toW .

If B is a DBW that is not weak, the resulting AWW is an NWW, and the subset
construction does not change it. In such a case, our algorithm behaves like the one of
[13]. In some cases, simplification of an AWW also produces anNWW, making the
subset construction redundant.



6 Simplification of Nondeterministic Büchi Automata

The complementation algorithm starts and ends with two NBWs, B andM. It is im-
portant to minimize both. ForB, every simplification is likely to alleviate the burden
for the successive stages of the computation. ForM, minimization recovers inefficien-
cies due, in particular, to the subset construction. In thissection we describe how this
minimization is carried out. Two procedures are applied to the NBWsB andM. One
is fair simulation minimization [8]. The other is a pruning technique akin to the one
described in Section 5.3, but based on checking direct simulation, rather than language
containment. Its objective is to reduce the height of the NBW, and it works as follows.

1. Mark all states simulated by an initial state as initial.
2. Process MSCCs that intersectα in topological order from sources to sinks.
3. Remove arcs out of MSCC and compute simulation relation for result.
4. If initial states with path to MSCC are simulated by initial states without a path to

the MSCC, make all the states in the MSCC non-accepting.
5. Minimize automaton if some MSCCs were made non-accepting; otherwise, make

non-initial all states that were made initial in the first step.

We rely on the fact that direct simulation minimization removes from the initial
states a state that is simulated by another initial state. Hence, we end up with only one
initial state if we started with one.

7 Experimental Results

We have implemented the complementation algorithm presented in this paper as an
extension of the Wring translator from LTL to Büchi automata [23, 8], which is written
in Perl. All experiments were run on an IBM IntelliStation running Linux with a 1.7
GHz Pentium 4 CPU and 1 GB of RAM. Complementation experiments were allotted
1 minute if the input NBW was weak, and 2 minutes if it was not.

We use a set of 1000 LTL formulas distributed with Wring to evaluate the com-
plementation algorithm. Two types of comparisons were conducted. In the first, each
formula is converted by Wring into a Büchi automaton whose complement is then com-
puted if it has exactly one fairness constraint. (Wring produces generalized Büchi au-
tomata, which may have 0, 1, or more sets of accepting states.Our implementation of
the complementation algorithm only deals with one set of accepting states.) The com-
plement is compared to the automaton obtained by translating the negation of the LTL
formula. In the second comparison, the automaton obtained from an LTL formula is
compared to the complement of its complement. Table 1 summarizes our results with
regard to the quality of the automata produced by the complementation algorithm. For
the two experiments, the table reports the ratios of total numbers of states and transitions
produced by the complementation procedure and those in the reference automata.

Several steps in the translation from LTL to automaton are order dependent. Since
Wring’s data structures heavily rely on hash tables, even minimal differences in two
runs like the addition of a diagnostic print command may cause some differences in the



Table 1.Our complementation procedure produces small automata

experiment statestrans.
negation 1.09 1.26
double complementation1.13 2.23

results. Hence, the number of automata with one set of accepting states presents small
fluctuations in the various experiments. The same applies tomost quantities we report.

Table 2 compares variants of the complementation algorithmranging from the ba-
sic procedure presented in [12] (base) to the procedure that implements all the im-
provements described in this paper (all). Table 3 defines all variants in terms for their
features, and Table 4 summarizes each feature used to define the methods and refers to
the section of this paper that discusses it.

The first column of Table 2 designates the algorithm variant.Columnsweakand
timeout weakreport the number of automata from those with one accepting set that
were found to be weak and how many of those timed out. Columnsstrongandtimeout
strongdo the same for the automata that were not weak. The next column gives the
total CPU time in seconds. Columns 7 and 8 give the average number of states and
transitions inM for the cases that completed. For comparison, the average numbers
of states and transitions of the input automatonB are 6.04 and 12.23, respectively.
The last two columns report the average ratio between the size ofM before and after
optimization (M opt. ratio), and the total number of states of the AWWs.

A few observations can be made about the data in Table 2. First, checking the input
automatonB for weakness is a simple way to dramatically improve performance. How-
ever, method w+, that adds this simple check to the base approach, can only complete
10 automata that are not weak: Though there seems to remain considerable room for
improvement in the complementation of automata that are notweak, the optimizations
presented in this paper triple the number of successes.

Comparing the average sizes of the automata obtained with the several variants is
hindered by the fact that the largest automata tend to cause the most timeouts. Com-
paring variants that produce about the same number of timeouts, however, shows that
more optimization tends to produce smaller automata. It is also instructive to exam-
ine the effects of optimization of the NBWM produced by the subset construction of
Theorem 2. The variants that skip direct simulation minimization of the AWWW have
higherM opt. ratios because the final optimization has to make up for the “sloppiness”
of the preceding stage. While fair simulation minimizationof M discharges its duties
well, minimization ofW leads to a more robust solution.

Acknowledgment. Doron Bustan called our attention to the improved bound on the
rank of a UCW.
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